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ö nsoz
Elinizdeki kitap, İnsan Hakları Merkezimizin beşinci yayınıdır. Kitap,

2OO9 yılında düzenlediğimiz Beşinci Balkan Ülke|eri Felsefe Seminerine
sunulan bildirilerden oluşuyor.

Farklı etnik ve dinsel kimliklere sahip insanların birbirlerine bakışlarının
sıksıkölümcülçatışmalara yolaçtığıBalkanlarda, kimlikler konusunda insan
hakları açısından düşündürmeyi amaçlayan bu seminerde Arnavutluk,
Bul garistan, H ı rvatista n, Roma nya, Türkiye ve Yu na n istan'da n felsefeciler
ve bilim insanları bildiri sundular. Bu bildirilerden 20'sini yayımlıyoruz.

Seminerde yaptıkları konuşmaların metin|erini gönderen değerli bilim
insanlarına teşekkürlerimi sunar; konuyla ilgili bilgileri ve deneyimleriyle
seminere diğer konuşmacılar gibi değerli katkılar yapmış, ancak yazılı
metinlerini bize vermemiş olan Dimitar Denkov'un "Ulusun Dış İmgesi ve
Saklı Kimlik'l Hatice Nur Erkızanln "Nussbaum'un Kültürcülük, Relativizm
ve Gelenekçilik Eleştirisi Üzerine'| Yücel Kayıran'ın "İnsan Haklarını ve
Kimlikleri'Yıkım' Kavramından Hareketle Düşünmek", Mislav Kukoç'un
"Küreselleşme Çağında Akdeniz'in Çokkültürlülüğü ve Hırvat Kimliği'i
İlber Ortaylı'nın "Balkanlarda Kimlik'i Gueorgul Radulov'un "Günümüz
Balkanlarında Makedonya Azınlıklarının Tarihsel Görünümleri" ve

Şükran Soner'in "Çokkültürlülükten Ayrımcılığa" konulu konuşmalarını
yayımlayamadığımız için üzgün olduğumu belirtmek isterim.

Ayrıca Üniversitemizin ilgili makamlarına bu kitabı yayımlamamızı
mümkün kıldıkları için ve Mehmet Onur Yılmaz'a kitabı baskıya
hazırlamada katkıları için teşekkür ederim.

İstanbul, Kasım 2O'l 3 |oanna Kuçuradi



Foreword
The present volume is the fifth book published by our Human Rights

Centre. lt consists of papers presented to the Fifth Balkan Countries
Seminar of Philosophy, held in the year 2009.

The objective of the seminar was to promote in the Balkans reflection
on the issue of identities from the perspective of human rights, since
the approach of people of different ethnic and religious identities to
each other in this region has often resulted in deadly confrontations and
genocide. Philosophers and scientists from Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Greece, Romania and Turkey presented papers in the seminar. The book
includes 20 ofthese papers.

l wish to express my sincere thanks to the authors that made available
their papers published in this volume. l regret that we were unable to
include Dimitar Denkov's paperon"The External Picture of the Nation and
the Hidden ldentıty'i Hatice Nur Erkızan's paper on "Nussbaum's Critique
of Culturalism, Relativism and Traditionalism'i Yücel Kayıran's paper on
"To Think of Human Rights and ldentities Starting from the Concept
of Destruction'l Mislav Kukoc's paper on "Croatian ldentity and Multi-
culturality of the Mediterranean in the Age of Globalization'l İlber Ortaylıt
paper on "The Problem of ldentity in the Balkans'i Gueorgul Radulov's
paper on "Historical Aspects of the Macedonian Minorities in the Balkans
Today"and Şükran Soner's paper" From Multiculturality to Discrimination'i

l also wish to express my thanks to the relevant offices of the university
for making possible the publication of this volume, as well as to Mr.

Mehmet Onur Yılmaz for assisting me in making this book ready for print.

İstanbul, November 20'l3 İoanna Kuçuradi



NationaIism and patriotism from the
Perspective of Human Rights

Harun Tepe

Nationalism, in its various kinds, is a product of "us and them"
categorization.

The ideology of nationalism discriminates against ethnic and
religious minorities and also faces us as a socio-political discourse
that conceals social cla§s discrepancies and the inequalities existing

between man and woman. The nationalist ideology, be it populist
or communist or fascist, describes a selected people as "us" and

excludes other groups as "others" based on its founding criteria.
Here the concept "us", which is used to depict the construct of
"people", represents the conceived and imaginary state of person5

who are unaware of each other's existence in reality and visuality.
(A. Kaya 2006,105)

l. Nation' and Nationallsm

Basically, nationali5m is the thoughtthat a group of people deems itself,
based on certain of its -real or conceived- characteristics, as a different,
distinctive nation as opposed to other groups, and often as superior to
them. Whether the idea of nationalism precedes the formation of a nation
or the creation of a nation gives rise to nationalism is an important matter
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of controversy. This is also closely connected with the question"whether

nationalism should be understood primarily as inherited or invented, as

primordial or constructed". (Calhoun 1997, p.9)

Apart from the controversies as to this question, a nation can only exist

with nationalism, and nationalism with a nation. Arguing about which

one precedes the other would be a debate without content. There exists

no objective criterion that enables us to indicate what makes a nation and

what characteristics are more important than others. on the other hand,

it is clear that a nation is not completely an assumed entity. A common

pattern and some characteristics forming the nation pre_exist. However,

national consciousness or a nationalistic discourse is also needed in order

to qualify it as a nation based on those characteristics and that common

pattern.

what makes a nation is rather their own claims and -based on

these kinds of claims- their way of expression, thinkin9 and action

with a view to producin9 a collective identity, mobilizing people

for collective projects and evaluating relevant personalities and

practices. (Calhoun 1997, p.9)

Although we occasionally come across communities, which possess

a common historical past, a common language, a common culture, at

time5 a clearly demarcated territory, a common belief system and an

ethnic origin; sometimes a mythological past and a future design or an

amaIgam of all these aspects, a community cannot be qualified as a

nation without a nationalistic discourse.

Facing the criticisms against nationalism due to the confrontations

and wars for which nationalism has been recognized as a main cause,

experts have started to speak of "benign and malign" nationalisms that

have been filled up with different substances. The "malign" nationalism

that is based more on ethnic and raciaI characteristics and associated with

chauvinism andfascism, and "benign" nationalism that accentuates the
,,sovereignty,,of the country or nation, "being oneself,, "independence"

in relations with other countries and international organizations,

qualifying behaviours that may harm sovereignty as compradorship

and treason. Whereas the "malign nationalism" makes a distinction

between friend and enemy according to racial-ethnic characteristics, the
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Nationalism ond Potriotism from the Perspective of Human Rights

"benign nationali5m" takes "national sovereignty and independence" as
its central point and accordingly describes those, who do not respect
national interests more than everything else, as "traitor", "comprador", in
other words, "enemy". ln short, on the one side there is an understanding
of nationalism that deems being part of a certain race or ethnicity as the
main element of a nation , and on the other, there is a different way of
looking at nationalism that emphasizes protecting the honour and pride
of the nation and being self-esteemed in international relations.ln spite
of these differences in understanding what a nation is or what makes a

nation, the common point in those two kinds of nationalisms is that they
both attach value to being a nation and place the nation in the centre of
their world-view.

What is valuable, honourable, therefore must be protected more
than anything else, is the nation, but not the individuals or persons, for
examp|e. From this viewpoint it is certain that neither of the two kinds of
nationalism -nor even other variations of it- complies with the human
rights thought that highly esteems the individual and sees the protection
of the fundamental rights above anything else'. This conclusion must not
prevent us from seeing that different views of nationalism understand
human rights in a different manner and that some understandings of
nationalism attach the freedom of the individual more importance than
others, whereas others simply neglect the individual. This is the point

-in other words, the degree to which they value the freedom of the
individual- where the so-called civilian or liberal kinds of nationalism
depart from the oppressive or aggressive types of nationalism. This
recognition of the individual's freedom is the reason why those kinds of
nationalism are deemed to be "benign". Neverthe|ess, nationalism is at
all events in conflict with, or does not comply with, the human rights
thought, because it places a certain nation or the state of being part of a

nation in the centre of its considerations and values them at the highest
level.

ll.Two Nationalisms: "CiviIian (ben19n)" and "Ethnic-
Cultural (malign)" NationaIism

ln general, nationalism is classified in two main categories: "civilian
nationalism" that is deemed as benign nationalism because of its respect
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toward individual's freedom and its being moderate, and "ethnic-

cultural nationalism" that is qualified as malign nationalism because of
its tendency towards aggression and its being oppressive. lt is argued

that ethnic-cultural nationalism, which is labeled as "holistic", "organic",
,,utopian", "excIusivist" and "radical", is in e55ence authoritarian and

collectivist; whereas civilian nationalism -which is also named as "liberal

nationalism" and depicted by way of adjectives, such as "political",

"social", "volitional"_ is to a large extent or potentially democratic and

individualist. (Brown 2000, p.50)

Nationalism comes in manifold forms, some beni9n and reassuring

and others terrifying. Social scientists have sometimes been

tempted to try to analyse 'good' nationalism, or patriotism, and

'bad'nationalism, or chauvinism, as though they were completely

different social phenomena.This makes each hard to understand,

however, and obscures their commonalities. Both positive and

negative manifestations of national identity and loyalty are

shaped by the common discourse of nationalism. (Calhoun 'l 997,

p.3)

overlooking the commonalities among different kinds of nationalism

-even though these might be similar to Wittgensteint "family

resemblances"_ is as much inconvenient and misleading as seeing the

idea of nationalism -which largely varies according to the main element

constituting the nation, in which situations it emerges and characteristics

of its advocates_ as a homogenous entity. Categorizing nationalisms

as "benign and malign nationalisms" and qualifying the one as harmful

or dangerous while deeming the other as being favourable is similarly

unrighteous. The idea of nationalism must be assessed beyond its

usefulness or the damages it causes, and its content must be presented

clearly. An examination of the different kinds of nationalism provides us

with the facts that they regard the state of being part of a nation as the

main or determining identity, and that they attribute this relation to that

nation a special value. This understanding leads at times to making the

protection of national pride into the principal objective, seeing everything

else as secondary, even as unnecessary details. This is the very fault line

where the human rights idea that aims to safeguard human dignity

departs from the benign or malign nationalism that aspires to defend the

"national pride".
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lll. NationaIism and Patriotism

One can love his/her own country or fatherland without being
nationalistic. He/she can see it as unique, even above all others. No ethnic
origin, common history, common historical past, common language
and culture, common state is a must for having such kind of attitude.
For patriotism none of these are necessary. For this and similar reasons,

devotion to one's fatherland is proposed to replace nationalism.

ln scholarly literature and common language, 'love of country'
and 'loyalty to the nation', patriotism and nationalism, are used as

synonyms. And yet, ..., they can and must be distinguished. The

language ofpatriotism has been used over centuries to strengthen

or invoke love of the political institutions and the way of life that

sustain the common liberty of people, that is love of republic; the
language of nationalism was forgotten in late 18th Century Europe

to defend or reinforce the cultural, linguistic, and ethnic oneness

and homogeneity of a people. Whereas the enemies of republican
patriotism are tyranny, despotism, oppression, and corruption,

and the enemies of nationalism are cultural contamination,
homogeneity, racial impurity, and social, political, and intellectual

disunion.

....The crucial distinction lies in the priority or the emphasis: for

the patriots, the primary value is the republic and the free way of
life that republic permits; for the nationalists, the primary values

are the spiritual and cultural unity of the people. ... Patriots and

nationalists have not only recommended different ideals as objects
of our love: the republic, in the case of the patriots, the nation as

a cultural and spiritual unity in the case of the nationalists; they
have also endeavoured to instill or strengthen in us different types
of love: a charitable and generous love in the case of patriotism,

an unconditional loyalty or an exclusive attachment in the case of
nationalism. (Viroli 1 995, pp.1 -2)

ln the above quotation Viroli emphasizes the fundamental difference
between patriotism and nationalism. Accordingly, the categorization
"benign and malign nationalism" that is frequently uttered in discussions
on nationalism has been replaced by another classification: "(benign)
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patriotism" and "(malign) nationalism". with this distinction patriotism

has outplaced the "benign nationalism" and accordingly, the "malign

or suppressive, aggressive nationalism" has come to be known as

nationalism. The fondness for one's country, patriotism, is not the kind of
affection directed toward a common language, ethnic origin and history

as something that makes his/her country unique vis-d-vis others. Such

kind of fondness would support devotion to the common good. On

the other hand, the affection for one's country -which is based on such

common ethnic and linguistic characteristics, a common understanding
of a good life or a common national destiny- would, internally and

externally, encourage scorning cultural, racial and political variety as well

as intolerant behaviour. lt is a well-known fact that there are a number of
conscious citizens who are ready to sacrifice themselves for their country,

but at the same time, ready to deny religious freedom, minority rights and

cultural pluralism. According to Viroli, a decent republic needs citizens

who are not just interested but capable of love and attachments. Although

directed toward a specific country or republic, this kind of affection is not

discriminatory and intolerant. lt is understood not as attachment to the

cultural, ethnic, and religious unity of people; but as love of common
liberty and institutions that sustain it. lt is a particularistic love, as it is love

of the common liberty of a particular people. But this love of a particular

liberty is not exclusive: love of the common liberty of one's people easily

extends beyond national boundaries and translates into solidarity. (Viroli

1995, p.12)

Viroli's understanding of patriotism exemplifies how nationalism and

patriotism can be placed in a contrasting relationship. According to him

patriotism -although a feeling directed to a specific country- is in fact an

affection one feels for the freedom of that country's people, and beyond

that, for freedom in general. By doing so, he does not limit patriotism

to something particular, or to affection toward that particularity, but

extends it to what is universal. To put it more rightly, this is an affection

for the freedom that is crystallized in the form of a country, for the free life

ensured by the republic.

However, Viroli's understanding of patriotism exemplifies a rather

idealized approach, which is quite different from the prevailing

understandings of patriotism. The term patriotism enunciates the loyalty
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that one feels to a country or state to which one belongs to, and the virtue
of that loyalty 3. Merely loyalty does not explain patriotism: besides loyalty
patriotism contains a feeling of sameness with the citizens of the country
to which one belongs to, and a concern for the good and prosperity of
that country or state. Beyond that, patriotism requires one to be ready
to sacrifice him/herself for the good or defence of that country or state.
Patriotism provides action with a basis of moral legitimacy, as well as
names a special sentiment and emotionality. This sentimentality is ln
general what is called affection toward one's own land.

In patriotism discussions happening today we come across strong and
weak types of patriotism. ln strong types of patriotism, patriotic loyalty
is seen as the only source of ethic claims. Every action is assessed in
the framework of loyalty to the native land. The content of this kind of
patriotism is a|ways local and relates to a certain country. For that reason
the fiercest criticism to this kind of patriotism comes from universalists.
Recognizing the loyalty to homeland as the only criterion for every
ethic action and overemphasizing what is local, easily gives rise to the
destruction of freedom and to the oppression of the individual. This kind
of understanding of patriotism has also been criticized fiercely, because
it falls short of responding to the demands of the universal human rights.
ln a climate of thought where such an understanding of patriotism has
been prevailing, the fundamental rights of the individual cannot be
safeguarded. Nor can freedom blossom in such a climate.

This criticism can not be made for more moderate kinds of patriotism.
Most of the understandings of patriotism, as is seen in Viroli's opinion,
appear in more moderate forms and seek to reconciliate between the
local and the universal.

For example, the moderate liberal patriotism proposed by Stephen
Nathanson has been developed as a counter-argument against the
"extreme patriotism" of Maclntyre and communitarian patriotism. The
moderate liberal patriotism argues that both extreme patriotism and
extreme liberal universalism must be avoided. lt says that patriotism
requires a mid-course. Nathanson's understanding of patriotism is

important, for it shows republicans at least that the liberal universalist
language is not necessari|y an anti-patriotic language.
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The constitutional patriolism (Verfasssungspatriotismus) proposed

by Jürgen Habermas is an understanding of patriotism that is closer to

universalism. This understanding emphasizes the loyalty to the principles

of universal democracy and freedom expressed in a constitution, rather

than the |oyalty to a country or state. The object of the loyalty is the

constitutional legal tradition that embodies certain fundamental rational

values. As far as Habermas'example is concerned, this is the loyalty to the

German Constitution that incorporates universal principles. The affection

for a certain country has been based on the loyalty to the constitution of

that country and this, in turn, on the respect for certain ethic principles

embodied in that constitution. As the universal has prevailed against the

|ocal, patriotism has transformed itself from love for a country or state to

love of principles and values. There has been a shift from nationalism -at
least certain types of nationalism- and strict patriotism to a loyalty toward

universal principles. "The only patriotism that is worth being retrieved

from the past must be one that speaks of compassion and republic: it has

to be a patriotism of liberty". (Viroli 1995, p.1 7)

correspondingly, the discussion initiated by a disintegration of

nationalism has continued in the proposal of different kinds of patriotism

and the appraisal of the moderate ones among them. Eventually

the "benign" moderate patriotism, as in the example of Habermas'

constitutional patriotism, has been put forward as the antithesis of
,.malign" nationalism. Nevertheless, patriotism _however moderate it

could be- has been subject to fierce criticisms, because of the fact that

it praises a certain country or people among others and by doing so, it is

likely to cause injustice. This criticism has been carried out predominantly

by the proponents of cosmopolitanism.

IV. Patriotism and Cosmopolitanism

lt can be indicated that patriotism has the same shortcomings as

nationalism, although it is occasionally offered as an alternative to

nationalism, in order to eliminate the difficulties it caused. The main

criticism aimed at patriotism is that, like nationalism, it values a certain

community and belonging to that community above ançhing else,

Such a valuation may easily transform nationalism into aggression and

assimilation, and patriotism to communitarianism. This situation has

given rise to assertions that being in essence identical, both demand in
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the final analysis renunciation of human dignity in favour of a community
and that they give a secondary place to the individual by placing a

community in the centre. Be it a community based on ethnic and cultural
characteristics or one that embodies certain principles and values, the
individual is eventually not at the centre. This is true in both cases. lt is
therefore thought that patriotism like nationalism is an impediment to
human rights and the freedom of the individual and that patriotism must
be replaced by cosmopolitanism.

v. conclusion: Nationalism and patriotism from the
Perspective of Human Rights

Human rights, together with other values such as freedom, justice and
equality, have become one important issue -if not the most important
one- in the contemporary world. All ideologies subjected to political
criticism have always been appreciated on the basis of their relation to
freedom and fundamental rights. Those ideologies have been either
criticized or appreciated according to the importance they attach to the
protection of fundamentaI rights and freedoms.

We see the same pattern in the ana|yses made above in relation to
nationalism and patriotism. According to the importance they attach to
the individual and the freedom of the individual, different understandings
of nationalism and patriotism have been classified as moderate and
inflexible. The liberal opinions, which attach more value to the individual
and the freedom of the individual, have been praised.

Although there are major differences between nationalism and
patriotism according to the importance they bestow to the individual
and the freedom of the individual, nationalism and patriotism have
always placed a certain group or human community at the heart of their
perceptions. What is valuable has always been the individual's belonging
to a nation, ethnic group or country -not the individual or the person.
However, the individual is fundamental for the idea of human rights. The
autonomy of the individual, his/her fundamental rights as a member of
the humankind are basic values. From the human rights' point of view, all
understandings of nationalism and patriotism -without having regard to
the nuances they might present- are problematic. Placing a community
at the centre of attention and attributing a fundamental value to that
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community can easily lead to oppression of the individuals, assimilation

and aggression, as seen in many real life instances.

lts placing the individual at the centre of attention, its conviction that

individuals are equally respectable and that they must be treated equalIy

demonstratethat cosmopolitanism is positioned very closely to the idea of

human rights. Cosmopolitanism demonstrates, from the "universal" point

of view, parallelisms to the idea of human rights. But the supranational

position of human rights does not necessitate the replacement of the

nation-states with a world government to ensure their protection. on

the contrary, the fulfilment or protection of certain fundamental rights

necessitates the existence of the state and its executive power. However,

this does not mean that human rights problems are seen as national

problems. Human rights are supranational and certain international

organizations are necessary for their protection.

^rotes
1 "The term 'nation' is old (though 'nationalism' is relatively new), but before the

modern era it meant only people linked by place of birth and culture. lt signalled
nothing about the relationship of such identity to larger or smaller groupings;

neitheİdid it carry clear political connotations" (Calhoun, p. 9).

2 "on the other hand, there are also opinions that draw attention to the role of

the nation-state in protecting human rights and argue that the protection of the

human rights can only be possible with a nation-state. See Jeremy A. Rabkin, Law

without frations? why constitutional 9overnment Requires sovereign states,"

Princeton U. Press, 2005).

3 ln the discussions of patriotism in this chapter, it has been widely referred to the

entry "patriotism" in the New Dictionary of the History of ldeas written by Andrew

Vincent.
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